Unit 13 - Week 11: NBA Criteria 2 to 5 (Module 3: Instruction and Accreditation)

Assignment 11

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due: 2020-04-15, 23:59 IST.

Grading Details

1) Participants in the process used to identify levels of compliance with the criteria are outlined for attaining A2 and A3 criteria are
   - Principal head of Department only
   - Head of Department and Faculty only
   - Head of Department only
   No, the score is incorrect.

2) Program Accreditation Matrix depicts the correlation between the courses and
   - Program Outcomes
   - Prerequisites
   - Specific Outcomes only
   - Both Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes
   With CoHs if it is a Tier II institute
   No, the score is incorrect.

   Accepted Assumptions:
   Both Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes
   
3) Methodologies must be available
   - To support weak students
   - Encourage higher students
   - Both to support weak students and Encourage higher students
   Not considered as per NBA, though these are desirable
   No, the score is incorrect.

4) CoHs of any course, taken together
   - Must necessarily address all the CoHs and all the CoPs
   - May or may not address the all the CoHs as per the CoPs
   - May necessarily address all the CoPs but may not necessarily address all the CoHs
   - May not necessarily address all the CoPs but must necessarily address all the CoPs
   No, the score is incorrect.

   Accepted Assumptions:
   May or may not address all the CoHs and all the CoPs

5) NBA criteria 2 to 5
   - Criteria is in accordance with the 3rd edition
   - CoPs and CoHs
   - NBA criteria 2 to 5 in accordance with the 3rd edition
   - NBA criteria 2 to 3 in accordance with the 3rd edition
   No, the score is incorrect.

   Accepted Assumptions:
   NBA does not specify any taxonomy for writing CoHs, but Bloom's Taxonomy (original and Revised) is most commonly used in India

6) What is the actual attainment of a CoH is equal to the total target level
   - The target must necessarily be stated for the course offering of the course
   - The target must necessarily be the same for the course offering of the course
   - The target may be stated or mentioned at some levels with an explanation of the rationale for mentioning the same level
   - The target may be stated, omitted at some level, or even lowered
   No, the score is incorrect.

    Accepted Assumptions:
    The target may be stated or mentioned at some levels with an explanation of the rationale for mentioning the same level

7) One of the criteria for awarding NBA accreditation for 4 years is that the Student- Faculty Ratio is at least
   - 20:1
   - 10:1
   - 30:1
   - 40:1
   No, the score is incorrect.

    Accepted Assumptions:
    1:2:1

8) The number of available Professors is zero, and also the number of available Associate Professors is zero for a particular program. The course awarded under Faculty Ceiling Proposition for the program would be
   - Zero if the program belongs to a Tier I Institute but may be non-zero if the program belongs to a Tier II Institute
   - Zero if the program belongs to a Tier II Institute but may be zero if the program belongs to a Tier I Institute
   - Zero whether the program belongs to a Tier I Institute or a Tier II Institute

    Accepted Assumptions:
    Zero whether the program belongs to a Tier I Institute or a Tier II Institute

9) For the sub-criterion on “Faculty Innovation in Teaching and Learning”, one of the evaluation guidelines is that the work
   - Must have been presented in a conference
   - Must have been published in a peer-reviewed journal
   - Must be available for peer review and critique
   - Must not exceed a review
   No, the score is incorrect.

    Accepted Assumptions:
    Must be available for peer review and critique
